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/4: ABS'TRACT

AN ADMINI4TRATIVE EVALUATION OF.A PROGIRAM OF COUR'SES IN
. ENGLISHWRITING SKILLS AT AN URBAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE-

,

Although'a program of nine-week courSes in English.

'writing' skills haS bee'1.1 part of the English curriculum at

City College since 1966, no evaluation has been done to

asSeSs its plabe and purpose in the curriculum of an urban

coMmunity college. Furthermore, only limited respirch-had

been done in the past to determine'its effectiveness in

meeting tudent needs. This.may be attributed to tthe f.act

that the program was plloposed and accepted as an -experimAnt

in remediation and was taught mostly'by 'the proposer. dilly

.recently has the entire English'department become involved

in teaching the coursesiand, as a consequence, a need devel-

oped to Put the program into historical perspective with a

rationale for its existence'. There was also a need to

determine what student population the 'program and the indi-

_ vidual courses currently served, and whether they met an1/1
#

the students' imMediate practical needs or also prepared

them for college-level English.

7
As 4n evaluative study, this Major Research Project

attempted to,answer these,qüestions throUgh: (a) a reviews

of the.historical development and rationale for the courses;

(b) the administration and interpretation of a'student

questionnaire (Component One); (c) an analysis,p0nd inter-

pretation of data as found in college records PComponent Two 4
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' (d) a statistical study to determiile wtiether a combination
- .

of the writing Skills courses could be a re4listic pre-

requisite'for English IA (Coml)onen.t Three). Wtth,..tk-iese

questions answered, the Engligh department-at City College

11

-.should have a 1:;asiS for Systematically examining'1ts writinf;

skills-prograV with a view toward appropriate change that

is student-oriented. Furthermore,icounseling about the

courSes should become less haphazard...Finaly, the c011ege

should have a basis for determini4whether'this program of

ntne-week Writing skills .courses has legitimate place--tri
4

the curriCulum Eis a remedial.program,'

,
Apart from the implications of.Athis study for the local

-

0

college, It Is also theyriter's hope,that the,informettion

andthe ideas will be useful to other.-inStitutions. '7A4rther-

in re, it is hoped that this.study. wtll contribute to the

11 terature on program evaluati4.

g

r



dADMINISTRATIVE EVALUATIONt OF A PROGRAM OF COURSES IN'
ENGLISH WRITING SKILLS,AT AN URBAN. C*MUNITY COLLEGE

.

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The "open door" commitment of the,community colleges,

while it has meant equal educatiOnal opportunities for

millions who, even twenty-Tive years ago, would have had

no access to higher education, has also b2ought3many chal-.

lenges to these ilistitutions in their efforts to meet the
(

needs of their diverse stjent population. Th6-bha11enges

relate to the extent and kinds of services.to students, to

a reassessment,of curritula and teaching techniques, even

to a retrainng of faom..41ty1and a reshaping of,faculty

attitudes.

More than any other po secondary institUtions, com-
45 . -

munity colleges seem to have recognized' that raditional

courses and teaching-techniques .wtich ignor diffivences in

the'interests nd abilities
)
of the learner t be

successful w th non-traditional students--studerits of varied

age, backgrprd,. experience, nterest, and abilities,

Cpneequently, cotpuniy coYleges have pioneered new ways of

ching their_clientele. In the'process, many have-con=
A/

_tributed signiftcantly to,innovattOn in curriculum -and



particularly

instruction,

2

in instruction:
1

labor.Mories,'pl4ogrammed

computer-assisted inStruction -the.use of para-
..,

professionals and peer tutors. ,

Significant 4among the efforts of commtinity colleges has

been their res.ponse to the_needs of their students in the

area Of remediatidh. It,haS..been estimated that thirty to

fifty percent or studentS,who enteicommunity. colleges EC/4e

'in need ofthose basic skills .recluiredfor oollege study,'

increase.
2

Consequently,and the perCentage is-expected to

most community-colleges'have'developedcourses and programs

to help students acquireneeded skills In mathematics.

-,.reading, and writing.
-/'

How subcesSful have these efforts in remediation ben?

. In general, developmental.reading programs have been con-.

ducted by trained speCialists in specially equipped labora-
.

,

tories. Studies indicate."there is little doubt that well-

conducted reading programs are bringing many students upsto

reasonable-standards in reading speed, comprehension, and

vocabtilary."' However, it has been.the writer's experience ,

that' not enough effort has b
V

made the whole faculty

10ne-proponent of innova4on in the coMmunity colleges
has been B. Lamar Johnson, and among his works on the sub-;
ject is Islands of Irrovtion 7.3xlin.0: (Beverly Hills,'
California: Glencoe Tress;-19o9). .0

, 0

2Leland Med ker.and Dtle Tillery,'Breakinr: the Access
8..) Barrier (N.Y.: 'M '1Graw Hill Book Company,-1971), p. 65.4

. 3Ibid .f

Va
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ididentifying poor readees eakly enough So that they'could

be helped.

As f2r=remedial writing courses, moreseems to have

been written about their failure than their success.

Whereas developmdhtal reading has been left to the experts,

the tendency has' been.to leayesthe development of, writing

skills to English departments as a whole. .Therefore, there

are still factIty members who feel that remedial courses

are either inappropriate on a oollege-c4mpus
4

or thipt

the faculty, do not have the training to meet the-needs of .

students With inadequate writing .9.1Cflities, dften faculty

assume that students lea= best the Wai-,they themselves

learned best, or factilty.often perceive their primary
r--

funC'tion in terms of charging a student s perfortance rather

°than changing, how a student feels about that erformance.

-"Knowing themselves inadequate, their.self-kn ledge rein-

-forced once again by the familiar surrounding of a remedial .

English clAss, their students became experienced partici-

pant a self-fulfillirg prOphecy of failure."5 (.16

he other hand, the reader must not infer that there

has been nO success. Those familiar with the community

-;

Medskeres unpublished study.0.567Y of 57 junior
colleges-4howed.that one-fifth of.the' faculties believed

that suchiours4S.'are actually not apprdpriate. Ibid.,

p. 66.

5.10aniel Fader, "Shaping.an English Curri ulum to Fit

the Junior College Student," ERIC.Junior,Coll e Research

Review, Vol.' 5, Number 10 (June, 1971), p.

10 :
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college

faculty

zampuses will recognize:that the majority of the

are committed and anxious that tileir. student's

succeed. -IncreasinglY, graduate schdols have also'made

.7

strides in preparing future.teachers adequately to.meet the

challenges and needs Of,students with diverse backgrounds.'

Greater amounts of literature are appearing in'professiona.l

journals about methods thatiwork. 6 Unfortunately,much.of

the evaluation is.couched in rhetoric rather than data..

PURPOSE

/

'\....

The purpose of this*majOr research projdct was'there-,

f e to make ari evaluative study of the progam of nine-

week courses in English writing skills at City College. The

intent was to test in literature and empirical data the
I.

-rationale for'-this series of coursOlon an_lirban community
, . r

college campuS. In soA.oing, the writer not only could.'

contribute to the nal research'in Curriculum but

I
stit

proVide-the En lis d tment of the4Igal college- with r

current data., on the basis of whiehapproyriate changesin '

.the progr m,of courses in Englishfritifig skilts eOuld.be
,.

-made, if changes seemed,desirable, and proVide the counsel,-
, e

'ing sa'f with information so that effective, counseling

eoUld ake place.0 This study should'furnish, the college

.(
,...-

with a basis for determining 41e extent to,which ts program

I .. . r

t .6For an.example the.reader is ±eferred to "English in

the Two-Year Col,leges";%Collerre,Enp:lish;
-VoioN35, No; 8

(maY 1974).

l/
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Of nine-w k
r
coursesin Englis

. -
writrg skills has a legiti-

mate.place in the curriculum as a deV1vmeptal prograM7

.that attempts ta meet the individual needs of-its diverse

student body.

dlo RATIONALE

That.institutional.réseaf4- in community college is

necessary is sApported in.the Digest. of RepOrts of the

. Carnegie Commissi on Higherducation. "There'have been

few careful stlidies-evaluatingcommunity college'poliOiesr.

prograge; and experiences. Very little is known about

the degret of- succqgs or'failure in remedial,education.
0_

programs."
8 EUch'criticism has also been-made that Englfsh

departments eem to be quick to innovate, but-slow to eval-
p

uat and that "in their zeal to-be 'democrac/'s college',

AOmmuntty colleges have tended to inittate courses and

prograMs in triAl-and-error fashion to:, ftccommodte low-

achieving students, despite the fact that ;erylittle

research has been produced.to 'demonstrate the success.of

remetlial programs. 119

7By developmental program is meant ti-series Of 'courses-
that attempt to help students.acquire batic wi-fting skills
in a systematic way. ,.

8 b1gi7est-of Renorts.-of the Carnecde Cokmission on,'
Educfition\(1.;cGra*Hill Book Comp:any, 1974), p. 28.,

9 . ,,- ;

J. R. Dog,gs, "A Developmental Research.Plan'Ax:Junior
go:I:lege Remedial Education," ;ERIC REPORT tD 02247.9.)pu1yi,
1968),.p. YA .

p.
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A lbearCh through the ERIC repol;ts for 1973 and 1974'
A

revealed at moseihree evaluative studies of remedial
,

courses. A late 1969 report on Innovative courses in
.*

thireOn community college districts showed that only one
. .

ppogram had been, evaluated. 16 Furthermore, a study of five- \0

English programs-in Michigan contains the statement, "In

: general, no English.department included in thAorstudy had

-done any resea h to give supportable answers to 'How good

a Job are we d neg or 'How well are we meeting-student

needs4"11 We must agrile that if departments only guess at

the needs of students, then tlitey can only guess at the

effectivenessof their programs.

While theifts subjeCtive reason to believe that a pro-

gram of courses in English writing skills at City College is

sound according to enrollment figures, student reactions in

classes, instructor observation and experience, very little

evaluative data ft availa le. As is often the case, 4uncis

and time_have been limited. Furthermore, the coUTges were

accepted by the entire Engli h department at a time when

there were noitready sOlution to the problem of what to do

about studentrho were unprepared for English lA (college-
*

10
Leamie for Innovation in the Community Collera, "What

Is Nes in Thirteen Districts," Junior Collecre Journal, Vol.
40 (December 1969-January 1970)7-1r--

11
John Weber, "Recommendations for setter Enslish

Instruction," ERIC REPO2T 019140 (arch, 1968), p. 32.

1 3



level Freshman Compoiition) nor of how to redesign the

traditional one-semester remellal English course intended

r for Students with common writ& problems. However, at
a

'Ieast One-half.of the present c011tige English faculty joined

the staff'after the writing skills courses had been accepted;

and, until. recently, the conrses*have mit been taught by the

entire department. ft is very possibleptherefore, that the
1

rationale for the Writing skills.program may have been
'of

either forgotten of,perhaps 'mot even undefstood.

- MAJOR SSUES AND SICNIFIICACE

If this studi.was to have value both for the local

college and to other institutions, some major issues had-to

be raised.' What, historl.cally1 was the rationale for the'

program of courses in English writing skills on thts urban

community college campus? How did Ve present program

develop? What were student reactions to the courses? To

what extent has the provxam been meeting student needs?

What did we need to find out? What should we change?

Answers to these questions ought to give,the English depart-
.

ment 6 basis for arrivIns at a consennus about the purposes

of the writing skills courses since there seem to be con-

flictIns; views amON the faculty as to whether the courses

arlOssentIally remedial in that the-y help students improve

writing deficiencies or whether 'they are essentially devel-

opmental In that they can prepare students for English 1A,

if students tae them in some prescribed sequerice.. As a
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result of this study, the English department should have soMe

direction for making appropriate c4nges in the courses so
a

that they can meet syent needsibetter. C*Iselors too

should have a better basis for tidvising students about the

writing skills cou;sles. It iS also anticipated that other

colleges will.benefit from this evaluatiip and the recommen-
.

dations which are an essential part of this-major reseach

project. In'particular, it is hoped4tat this study may

a'ssist other English departments which are Alugglini with,

the problem of remediation and prereqiitsites for EngliSh 1A.

4

4,

1 :i

"oft
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Chapter 2

HISTORICAL BACKGROUNDc REVIEW OF LITERATURE ,

Until the mid-sixties, a one-semester 'course called

English'X and generally referred to a's "bonehead English,"

was the sole remedial course at City College designed to

impi"ove student writing skiAls. The extent to which Btu-,

dents benefited from this 'cOurse may haVe been questiolpd

for some time. However., as the college admitsions policy-

tecame more and more "open" and the students on this rban

community college campus became less and less'homogeneous

in terts of academic preparation and related characteris.

tics, instructors began to experience frustratiOns andoto

have serious doubts about English X as a remedial course.
1 ,

The challemr remediationyas becoming too complex
*

for one course, due to the differences in ability and the

variety of the writLpg problems of students. It wns not

uncommon that students repeated English X, some even three

or four times. Yet, success in English lA was still not

achieved. According to one college surve ,

12 at least 25

percent of those students ha passed English X did not sub-

sequently pass En3lish lA. (This may have been a conserva-

tive figure.) The whole process, therefore, seemed not only

4

12This survey was rade by a college committee in the

mid-sixties. Th c. co-mittee's task was to study the probl46
of EnA-lish X as related to the question of effective remedi-
atlkon.

16
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expensive, -but deliilitating to both instructorsand stu-
/

,., /-
dents. As a tesult, a prograp/of nine-Isek courses in.

V SI \

English writing skills was proposed and-accepted br the

English department "in 1965 as either a supplement t r a

possible alternative for.English X.

A Develounental Approach.

, The courses in English writing sk at Cit, College l.

weie designed as an attempt to give the student with lan7

guage.deficiencies a "more positive and comprehensive study

of language than 'was heretoforelaviAable to him,.and in a

short time."
13 As separate.courses thercovered all of the

N
basic skills which students needed to be sufficiehtly

prepared for English 1A; namely, spelling, vocabulary,

I.

t4

sentence structure and rhetoric, organization, and paragraph )

Structure. However, students could-concentrate on only one

aapect of composition at a time. The nine-week term for

each course with the tutorial component made it possible to

complete all of the courses in a short time, if a student

needed them all. Still, if there were students who needed

or wanted additional work or practice, they could re-enroll

for credit.
14

Contrary to the teaching approach Led frequently in

remedial colirses, the approach here was intended to be

13Nona Anderson,' Mimeocraph Report (Sacramento tity
College, 1970).

14
In actual pragtice, students do not repeat the same

material when re-ent4111n3 in a class, but cover more

advanced material. i

1 7
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positive; that' is, studente we±e tts be Shown in a system-.

atic way what to do rather thartlwhat to groid. Laboratory

%.

work under the supervision of4ear tutors was considered an

essential part of the course workCIT the material was to

iastered in ao.short time. Such an arrangement it was

reasoned, had advantages folt both the inetructor and the

learner: The teac could present the miterial more

efficiently and inte -ively'in class if the practice and

testing were confined to.the_lAboratory. The /earner could

be

as.

praCtice, at his own Pace, the material preseritedlln class,

but'he would engage in systematic dril under thelupervi-

sion.of a peer.tutor who was familiar with the coU'rt.e, hav-

itig taken it previously hiM§elf. The 1&itor could, also

provide the learner with the personal pelp and the needed

reinforcement to .encourage progress. The feedback from

tutor to learner would be an essential part of this process.

Although stittdards were to 11e kePt in the colfrses, the

grading policy was to' be non-punitive. Therefore, students

who did not achieve satisfactorily on tests had the opporT

tunity to revieOthe material in the laboratory with the

tUtor and then to,repeat the tests until satisfactory scoreS

were achieved. -Since only the pasSing grade..was to be

recorded, hch.a system could encourage,success rather than

failure.
''' \at

The laboisatory was conSiderea to have advantages for

the tutors also, beeause the tutorlal.process was to be an

extension of the learning process not only for the tutec but

a
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ror the tutor. Even the most recent remedial student-turned-

tutor cOUld use immediately what he had learned to help .

. others. -In so doing, he could reinrorce his own learning,

develop confidence in his abilities', and uire skills,of'

Iforking with people effeotively, skills 'which Oi might use

'in future employment.* Therefore, tutors for the laboratory

Were selected from the students who had been enrolled in

the skills course for which they were

assistance.15

t'o offer tutorial

)

pupportive literature.

The extent to which,the'uSe of peer *tors was A valid

instructional concept is suppofted.4in literature.. Inlin
,

article titled "The New.Student in'1973"e Knoell writes that

' t+ib recent,trend in intensive remedial vograms is not only

to moVe away from.,the long term programs, but "...the

assumption that ctutoring is best done by 'honors' Students

has been abandoned'on.the evidence that studebts who are

overcoming theiT' learning handicaps Can better help

students with similar problems.16."

Moreover, a.study byi Aoss in the Tarant'County Junior'

College District, Texas, to determine the effect of peer
4

tutoring on the feading efficiency and self-concept pf

disadvantaged community' college freshmen 57.howed that both

15;bid,.

16Dorothy M. Knoell, "The New Student in 1973",
Community nnri Junior Coller-e Journal, Vol. 3, No. 5
(February, 1973), p. O.

19
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tutees and tWtOrs profited. However, the greetest gains in
/

reading weilemade by the tutors who haebeen tutees and by

their tutees who had the advantage of tutors who had.taren

.7 the courses themsdltes.
17 /

. . 4 I., .

.

The succps of. tutoring seriices is also demonstrated ,

.
.

in the case,studies' of suclal programs for the disadvan-Y

taged in,19 institutions, which'offered tutoring services.

Students in these programs.not on)r pra sed4tL tUtortal
. k

system, but criticized prpgramt in whic tutorihg was mini
i

. mal.. Some felt that tutoring should be contin d throu t'

. ' 18.
the college years.

he theory hath4Ø 1,.aboratory,with its pro44.

*4 ') (!)i 4
si for individlail If .and4rted ' from tut-ors is an

essential aid to letrahg, And perhaPs to a change in

patterns f behavior.Jias found increasing support. In fact,

univerifttes such',)A the 'University of Oregon- and the

University of California at Berkeley, finding themselves
0

with many sfudents. who are deficient in writing skills, have

begun to-establish or to expand 1:zriting laboratories that

were once intendqd only for the relatively few studehts,who

,17San F. Ross, A Study, to Ntermine.the Effect of

Peer Tiltor on the Readinr: Effici'err:y and Se4f-Concent of

Cor-munity ColTerc Frerth,len (WashingtOn, P.C.:.

National. Cen r for Edueaticlill Research and Development,

October4l97 ).

18gielen S. Astin, Alexander W...Astin, Ann.S. Bisconti,

Hyman Frankel, Hi.-he±r EduCntion and. the D1sadvintaf7ed

Student (Washiliton, D,C.1 HumanFService Press, 1972),

,P.
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'could not cope' with fitshman composition.19 f' .
, . )

The teaching premise underlying the program of writing

skills courses -- particularly tfie.course on sentence struc-_
,

.

ture and theiori%6 (English M) -- was that systematic idh-

guage study 1.* a mote effective way than.the traditional

repetitive,functional-grammar approach for aiding students

'who are deficien t in,writing abilities: :This premise 'is
. . (

.

iupported by an experiment with a freshman class at th,

lliAtis Stftel-Wide Curriculum Study C ntet in the Prepara-

tion pf Seco 'daty.Sehool' English _Teacher's.

2.

One of' te,principal objectiVes of.the Illinois exper-

iment was to explore -the adva\ntages or ttie disadvantages pf

introducing freshm'an students to selective linguistic study.,
;

The-students for the experimental class were selected at

random, Howevet, of the'twenty-three students, only three

were highly proficient in.their'us of English; two or the
*ow

stipen4 -were at the remedial levels. three had dialect

problems; qnd the others were average. Most of the class

periods wee'devoted totthe study of langua e: language as

a system, written versus spoken' English, lan age chanpe,

and so on. The. objective was to'free the stu ents from.the

"vagueness and inexactness" of their former training. At

the conclusionpf the experiment,-the student evaluation )

19Ma1colm Scully, mBenehead English", The Chronicle of
Hiaher c1 i.t.ion (rarch 17, 1975), p. 3.

21
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'indigated that ninety percent of:the class considered such

atnguage-centered courSe both valuable and interesting.
4

rthermore, some of the ".poorer" students were among the

mosyiotivated, participants. The Conclusions arrived at

were:
. / -,

In the ---eAmental freshman cour t -was found

thht students readily understood the, distinctions
between oral and v itten convention, structural
signals, and'morp.eme ce,they were clear as to
the exact relationsh etween oral and written
English, It was thei uriwar s of the basic

c:
distinctions betwwn_grammar rhetoric, usage,
es;.nd orai and writfen Thglish Thiph made-many of

-them insecUre'fn the r writin 13ecause they were
uncertain why some s ructures d morphemes which
they had always used were being rejected; they
had no wax.to.pre-test,dsentence for'its accept-
ability.2Y

Moreover,. pport for the overall departure in the

writ g skllpJ courses from the traditi pproaches to

remediation. (short intensive course ork cOUpled-with prac-
3 1-\_.

ce and tutorial assistance, a positive approach, non-

puni ye grading, and motivation) is found:not only in

theoret al literature but in,systematio. research.

Medsker and Tillery'point out that the traditioal

remedial es in the tasic skills are often unsu4essful

because they fgripre the issues of individual learning prob-

lems and motivation.
21 These r6searchers found that stu-

20Justus R. Pearon and Jameg,R, Reese, project Gramnar:

The Lin-?111F:ttc rrid 171nrizar7e PreTton of Secondary School
Teachers of :Tt7-7:1, (Washington, P.C.: U.S. Dept. of

Health, Educatioh\and Welfare, 1969), pp. 54-64,

21Medsker and \riflery, en. cit., p. 67.

2 n
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dents in traditional remedi41 classes 4 English were not

graded on individual progress but against he standarks,of

college-level courses. Yet, the gradlng sards did nOt
!'

Always seem to be consistent; there could be great differ-

ence in the success rates of multiple sections qf the

sam course on a given campus. Such raCtices could do

lit le to motivate students.22

Tinker Algpports this view and points out that many

college remedial courses too,often only replicate all or

the,weaknesses of high school courses. Imprope'rly taugilt

and ret)etitive, such. c.ourses lesten-motiviktion. 23

)4
With respect to teacher attitudes, Gordon and Wilke6on

point out that "being sensitive to student concerns means

bore than just having generalized empathy; the teacher's
4

24attitude and epectations are also' of critical importance.

Rosenhan in his study on "Effects of Social Class and:
--

Race'on ResponSiveness to Approval d Disapproval".suggests

that students whose teellhers believe that they wi*l,perform

better actually do regardless pf ability..25 How teacher
A

-4

22Ibilfts; pp. 82_83.

23
Irene Tinker, Resrorse nr. American Co

Unprenared Student (N.Y.: Center for Policy
1970), p. 6.

24
Cited in Astin, et. al., Q. al., pp

25
David L. Rosenhan, "Effectt of Social

Responsiveness to Approval r.nd Disapproval",
Person yalit ard Sonial Ps:icholorz (September
p15. 253-25-9%

lilzcsIsato the

32-33. .

Class on
arn'al of
19(3677-
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attitudes can affect success was deMonstrated in a recent

study by,the New York State Office of EdUcation PerforMance
1

t
Review. In comparing reading achievement in'two schools,

it w1A found that oneft .factors in making the program
,

at one school more effective than at the $:ther wa's that the

teachers'in the better schopl displayed- a reore.Paitive

a.ttitude toward student ab1litielo26) ar

de
An evaluation Of the fiist year of open admissions at

,

Q Oft versity of New York brought out Vle fact that w ile

achieveMent test scores were prediotors of academic ucces.,..

the more motivated ,students are, the more likely t y are to

succeed, regardless of past ,achievempnt. Contrary to the

rguments that developmettal courses do nothing to prepare

a
students for tricfer courses bec se standards in these

27
courses are not as

was no evidence in

academicAtandards

programs.
28

high as in\college-level courses, there

the evaluation of CUNY s first(year that

,had :changed despite its developmental

I.

'26..Imes Cass, "Schools that Makta Difference",
Saturday Roview (April 5, 1975), p. 49.

27Jerom 'Karabel, "Open Admissionit
Chanrre (Iay 972)1),..:38-43.

28Edwa Quinn,"We're Holding Our Own," Chaw_
(Summer, 19 9) pp.L.-015-37.

Meritocracy,"

2 4

4
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Develdpment of the Present, rogram of Writin-it Skills Courses
4

at aity College.

I seems very likely'that some,of the dkepticism which '*
. ,

is usu y expressed at detaartves'from the traditional, as

a

in the- se of CUNY's'open dmissions.,ywap 1 exiIessed in'
.

It 1N\41,

4t , % .%

1966 when thb,prOgram of writing skills courses'.beqame,paPt
, '

of the English cirr ulum. T*-. program *as-innovatil*and
.

experimental; veri few .aommuni-sr pollizpi at,that time W.'
v . .

.such a program as.a review of.catalogs and articles on.
-,

English, programs in tiro-year .coileges bears ouf. Since

.English X was still also part of the curriculum, .kmplementa-

tion of the n earourses began on a small kale --:one course

each in.tentence s eture vocabularyi aid Para-

graph Writini.. The courses were assigned to ins tri.tors,who

expressed an interest in teaching them, but the dev Opment

oithe program was left largely to two instructors who were

enthusiastic about the departure from trailitiona methods

,to*the tutorial-labgratory approach. However, due to bweget-

arx considerations, it was not possible to provide adequate

space for a writing laboratory. It was also 'not possible to

develop.'adequate laboratory materials for-all of thl coursed.

Initially, there was no budget for tutors. Conpequently,

as students compl.V.441-.1- writing skills course, tutors were ..)0e

recruited for the writing laboratory from among those.who

were particularly interested in the program.

Despite the fact that the English department agreed in

principle to the writing skills courses and had appred

11 2 5
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there were sockae ins ctors who di not aeta the

courses could prepare itudenti adeq tely for,English

Som ere also skeptiCal about Zging students to 9 itingA

:laboratory staffect by peer tutors whothemselves we e relfie7
,, -

. dial student* 'Thèrefore English X continued .to b t k

of,the Englit11.01.uticulum..

.
However, aA.,time Went',;byt,seemed:VeiY aPparentthat-

Egglish X was not meeting'student needs. got'pnIdld thiS.
e

course bear a stigma OndAtself labeled the studeritteing

deficient in skills or academic background; it wo"lsO
#

broadly designed to focus on specific skills. It was alSo
,

too short to retedy.the full range of writing.problems.29

Sinop an alternative existed in the program of writing skills

r
coul:ses, the.department voted to phase English.X out or the

curriculuM effective fall 1971, and to implement the Writin

skills courses on a larger sCale.

Two new courses were to be'added to the existing'pro-

gram, one in intensive INTIIIng .(English E) anclone in criti-
"

cal reading with a4 emphoSiSon essays and ideas (English-7-

72,.. These cours& were intended foi'Lstudent -who lacjced,

axperience in writing and reading or who-lacked confidenpe

in their abi ties in these areas. (Table 1)

.

29Imo recent.article in Collerre ,Composttion and.
Communications, No. 2, Vol. XXIV (ray, 1973), John A.
Hi;K:7ins expressps the same view. "One threb hour remedial

course is just not enough for lower group students. SOmehow

economy oriented administrators must be made to realize

this." "\

26
.1?
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Table 1

Nine-Week Courses in English Writing Skills

ENGLISH

B, C, D, E, C, B. L, M.N. S. 71, 72
[WORKSHOP ANDA.ABORATORY LN BASIC
WRITLNG AND READLVG SKILLS) Units

Prerequisites: None, unless indicated. **For native speakers of English receiving
desi n qualifying examinations or receiving recommendation for
en ent by in d counselors. Courses are for potential transfer

eats who do not et qualify for English 1-A- Elimination of reading
deficiencies should be priority. ,

Nino weeks. Each co may be repeated once . for creclit upon the
recommendltion of the in ructor. / . ...
Xneishc- Spelfing (Three hours lecture and laboratory in

class) -
For aloft wbe want to improve their spellintOf
the most frequently misspelled words.

English D- Bastes of Paragraph Structure (Three hours
lecture and laboratory in class)
For those who want to leant to write unified,
coherent, concretely developed paragraphs.

Engfish E- Writing Practice (Three hours lecture: three hours 2-2 Units
laboratory]
For those who lack experience in writing or who
lack confidence in their writing abilities.

Basics of Vocibulary and Diction (Four hours . 2-2 Units
lecture-laboratory)
For those w,Ito need to expand their vocabulary.

English L- Principles of Classifieation Ind Organization I-1 Unit
(Three hours lecture and laboritory in class)
For tbooe who want help with outlining,
defining, probl eta-solving.-/

Englisti M- Basic Sentence Stricture and Rhetoric I (Four 2-2 Units
hours lecture-laboratory)
For those wbo want to improve their understanding
of granunir and good rentences.

English N. Basic Sentence Structure and Rhetorioll (Four hours 2-2 Units
lecture-laboratory)
Prerequisite: English M
For those who want to learn how to combine sentences
to Improve their writing.

English S- Sentence Practice (Four hours lecture-laboratory) 2-2 Units
Prerequisite: English M and N or consent of the

instructor.
For those who want practice writing long sentinel'
and combiningIhem into paragraphs (the first
step in paragraph writing.)

English 72- Critical Reading Emphasis on-essay; and ideas
(Four hours leeture-hboratory)

. For tho..e who have no serious mechcal
difficulties in reading but who need to acquire
the practice and skills necessary for reading
and analyzing lion-fictional material.

1-1 Unit

1-1 Unit

English Cr:

2-2 Units

Sources Sacramento City ColleRe Catalgg.
2 7
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Adequate numbers of sectiins of the courses were sched-
.

uled to accommodate the.students who were not ready for

glish 1A. A realistic budget for.t tors was also submit-

ted,. Tutdrs were to be recruited fro those students who

had taken the courses in which they were to tutor, and

additional assistante could be made tlable by students

who were enrolled in field work courses in English at a

nearby four-year.institution.
414

Once the writing skills courses had been implemented

at City College a testing instrument had to be selected for

placing students in the courses they needed. While' llial

criterion tests had been developed to,measure specific skill

competency,,no satisfactory standardized test had been

found.

However, in spring, 103, the NCORAW-HILL EDUCATIONAL

SKILLS TEST-FORM A was accepted by the English department.as

a possible placement test to'be used as part of the Orienta-

tion program for firsti-time entering students. 'The test was

scored immediately following completion and made available

to counselors to provide them with a test basis for placing

students into English classes. It was.used for a period of

three semesters and then discontinued because it lacked

predictive validity for placement in English 1A. Further-
.

more, the counseling which was based on test results did

not seem to encourage greater number of students to take

go the writing skills courses despite the fact that many

students were found to be ineligible for English 1A.

2 8
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. Perhaps what Eley says is true; Students can usually.bp

counseled about need for remediation only after they have

failed in their original intentions."'

Student Reactions to the Writinr7 Skills Courses.

In 1970, the first follow-up study was undertaken to

deterine student.react mto the writing skills courses:

A questionnaire was ser3tq2,788 studerits who were known to

have completed one or more of the courses in the four-year

.period of their existence. Some 729 responses !fere re-ceived

and tabulated. Of these, the majority of the respondents had

I--
taken either spelling 6r sentence structure. Four hundred

and thirty-four indicated enrollment to improve writing or

'understanding of English. 186 to prepare for English lAs

the rest to earn ext a units,
31

three,hundre of the 729 students who responded to the
0

questionnaire indicated that the courses improved th4r

writing; 368 checked that the courses improved their under-

standing of English. Although only 299 students had used

the wri4ng laboratory, 282 found-the tutorial assistance

helpful.

The Writing Skills Courses are Related to Student Needs.

Also in 1970 the first attempt to study the effectsof the

writing skills courses in terms Of success in English lA

"Earle G. Eley, "English Programs for Terminal
-Students" Colle.cre English (Champaign, Illinots: National
Council of Teachers .s:)f English, 1965), p. 99.

31Anderson.J2E. al.

29
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was undertaken by a member of the English department.32

English X had been phased out of the curriculum but there
.

seemed to be no'satisfactory placement procedure of English

1A. The department was therefore searching for additional
. .

prerequisites to the nationally, accepted standardized

objective tests usually administered in high school. The

studywas made to determine the correlition between success

't
in English 62 -- Sente e Structure and Rhetoric, now called

English M -- and success in Freshman Composition.

The subjects were 99,randomly selected students who had

passed English 62. The results iricated that 43 of the

students who had taken this course had also taken English 1A.

In this group, the-students who had received a B in English

62 and those who had received a D had an identical mean

final grade in English lA -- 2.0 or C. Those who had

received a grade of C in English 62 had. a mean final grade

of 2.17 in English 1A. But those who had recehwed an A in

English 62 had a mean final grade of 1.8 (D+) in English 1A.

The conclusions were that a,high score in English 62 was no

predictor of success in English 1A. While it might have
*

remedial value, there was no indication that English 62 was

preparing students for freshnan composition.

On the other hand,/ the researcher found that students

who had completed 15 or more college transfer units with a

composite grade point average of 2.0 or higher had experi-

32Charles 1Vers, Eimeograph Report (1970),
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ehced siiccess in English 1A. As a result, the department

agreed to the proposal to adopt the .units with G.P.A. as an

alternative-prerequisite to the established test scores on
2

the nati'onally accepted standardized tests."

becaute there was some disagreement about the

results of this study and because there are some students

who.take the writing skills courses in preparation for

English 1A, the writer, who was then Division Chair .of

Languages'and"Literature, did a controlled study as part of

ailFacticum for,the NOVa University module LEARNING THEORY

AND APPLICATIONS. The purpose was to determine whether

there was any positive transfer of learning to English- lk

as a result of the experience and skills gained in the

successful completion of English E (Intensive Writing

Practice). If there was any positive transfer, then Engli(th

E might be recommended to 1.1e1 English department as possi-

ble alternative prerequisite.for English 1A.

in this study, two groups of students were comparedA

the basis of their achievement in English 1A. The experi-

mental group had passed English E and had enrolled in

English lA on the recommendation of the instructors. The

-Control group had enrolled in Eriglish-lA on the basis of

completion of 15 units of college transfer courses with a

grade point avetage of 2.0 or higher. Ifowever, the hypoth-

33The American College Test, Scholastic Aptitude Test,

.Cooperntive Ent71iah Test or Iowa Tests of EduCational

Development.

1
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esis--,,that the experimental group Would perform significantly

better as a result of the intensive writing practice in

English E was rejected on the basis of a;t:.test; t.= .081,

df = 58 or no statisiical srgnificance at the .05 level for

a two-tailed test.- However, further research was recom-

mended because of the diffserences in grade distribution and

in the mean' of,the final grade in English la, the experi-
.

mental roup performin&bitter.

Ellatpliklefeed'To Find Out?

A&ough some evaluation of the English wri;iiis skills

'courses at City College had been done, there were still

questions. The resul6 o the student surVey (1970) did not'

reveal what the educational goals of the students had been.

FurtherMore, the xeSults did not pinpoint how the writing
7

skills courses'had specifically helped students; to what'

extent students found the Writing laborator Y Useful andt, for

what reasons; how many students had re-enrolled in any of
1

the courses and why; what the English goals of the students

had been. Yet, answers to sucb qUestions could lead to

possible change in course content and emphasigf modification

of instruction, re-examination of the 'fole of the writing

,laboratory and the student tutors; more informed counseling

which might cause changes in attitudes about the courses.

Furthermore, while it may be true that not all of the

students take the writing skills courses as preparation for

Eng1ish.1A, there are some who'do.. Therefore, it was to the

3 2
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advantage of these students if a recommended sequence of the

writing skillq)courses could be discovered or a pattern of

grades that could indicate succesi-in English 1A. A study
--

showing a significant difference in the sticcess rate in-

English lA between those students who took English ?I'

(Sentence Strdeture) followed by either English D (Paragraph.

Structure) or English 'E (Intensive Writing) before enrolling

in English,lA and thoselpo enrolled'only on the basis'of

transfer units with a 2.0 grade.point might lead to an

alternative prerequisite to English 1A.

3 3
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.Chapter 3 .

METHODOLOGY-

Since stud t 'evaluation is considered to be an

important part in the whole process Of evaluation at

City College, the first t of this major researoh pro--4

ject -- hereafter referred to as Component One .--.4ealsJ
with the analysis and interpretation of an open-446d

27

Le
9Y,

questionnaire, desigaea to obtain non ,raoton

from students to the writing skills corses..

The,second part -- hereafter referred tO as C
4

ponent Two -- describes the findings derived from
(

ing data. The primary purpose of this analysl.s.was to /-?
5de II

determine what percentage of a large sample of studipts,
4

who had enrolled in the writing skills courses during 19r4k.

1974 subsequently. took English 1A, A further pui§se

to" dettrtine- whether-students had taken the- writ/mg

courses in some developmental sequence before 'el in

English 1A, and if sO,4With what success.:

The findings supported a hypothesis that Students-

who completed English M (Sentence Structure and Rhetoric)

and English D (Paragraph Structure)" anoWor English E

(Intensive 'Writing) yould perform significantly better

34
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-when compared to a similar group which had not completed

\these.courseS, An ex,post facto study to test this hypo-

thesis cOmprises the last portion -- hereafter referred to.

as Component Three of this major research project.

The first part of this chapter describes the subjects

for each of,thethree components;-the second part describes

the proCeduret.

SUBJECTS

Component One: Ouestionnaire

The subjects who responded to.the questionnaire

were students enrolled in English C (Spellingjo English D

(Paragraph Structure), English M (Sentence Structure and

Rhetoric), Enrlish G (Vocabulary), and English 72 (Critical
4

Reading).
34 They were enrolled in the second nine-week

session fall 1974 and were in classes taught by eight

different instructors. All subjects were'volunteers for

this investigation and identity was kept anonymous.

Component Two: Evaluative Data

The subjects identitied as'having.been enrolled in

34Because of the letter designations used for all
'of the writing skills courses, with the exception of
English 72, these courses are often referred to as the
"alphabet courses."

0 35
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at least one of the writing kills courses during the

period 1971 thiough fall11974 were.founy.n computerized

data available at the college. All had comp4leted-at.least

fifty-eight units when identified and had either been

enrolled,or were still enrolled in the college, as part-
ki

time or full-time students._ -Identity was kept an6ñous.

Component Three: Ex Post Facto Statistical Study

The subjects usejdfor the experimental groups in

the ex ,Post.faoto stUdyd completed at leat fifty-eight

units when identifiedil Each had .completed English lA prior

to spring 1974 and had successfuily completed English M,

and D or E which they took in sequence before enrolling

in English 1A. Each hid also completed at least fifteen

units of college transfer courses with a composite grade

point average ct 2.0 $Croriligher: The subjects.uSed for

the control group had also completed English lA prior

'to spring 1975. None had taken a course in English, but

--a-Coipleted at least fifteen units of college trans-

fer courses with a.composite grade point average of 2.0 (C)

'or better piior to enrollment in English 1A. Both groups

had been enrolled in the college as full or part-time

students) during the period 1971-1974. Both groups were

matched on the basis of grade point average, units

3 6
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earned at tme of enrollment in English 1A, the yedr

in which they wereehrolled in English lAt and instruc-
.

tors.

prompuREs

Component One: Questionnaire

In designing the.qUeStionnaire, the *riter ehOse the

unstructured responSe mode, despite the problems in quanti-

fication, in order to allow the respondents to give non-

directed responies. .SpecificAnformation being sought

'through the six open-ended questions was: why students had

enrolled in the writing skills courses; whether the students

ifitended to re-enroll, and if so, for what reasons; how

helpful stUdents found the writing laboratory to be and why;

what part students found to be the most valuable part of

each course; what recommendations students could make to
-

improve the courses; 1-11/ many students intended to enroll

in another English courset which one, and for what reasons."

Several factors had to be considered in selecting the

participating Classes. First of a.l, it was necessary that

the student group be representative of the student popu-'

lation in the writing skills courses. In ordep.to prevent

bias" it was also highly desirable that the student.group

35A sample questionnaire is included in the AP

PP. 75-76."

3 7
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be in classes taught by several instructors. Furthermore,

since.the' writing laboratory is a mandatory component only

for English G, English M; and English 7.2,36 an adequate

representation'of the students using the wrkiing laboratdry

had tO-be insured. Because the writing skills courses are

short-term (nine weeks), sufficient timellad-to be allowed

before the questionnaire was administered so thit StUdents

could respond with some degree of-Certainty abouttheir
/

experiences in the classes. Certainly, the:administration

of the questionnaire'couldloot interfere with the plan of

einstructión. Finally, in order'to keep similar the condi-

tions under which the questionnaire wEls'to be-administered,
11

the evaluation was to be completed during a class,rather

.than a laboratory-hour.

. ,In light of these factors, it *AS determined that the

questionnaire be given in the'large6t of.each of the Writing

skills courses being offered in the second-nine-week session

of fall 1974. However,' since attendance.in the Ie:St week of

the semester tinds to be erratic and since ,par.ticipationwas.,

to be voluntary, the riginal plan was late /. modified to

include more than one sectiok of English M so that the
-

sample of stUdents using the writing.laboratory would be

adequately representative; and mrre/4shan one sec

1
n of

11
,

36knpe English N and English S are aktensions of
English M (sentence Structure) and are new courses, they
are taught by ai.rangement in the writing laboratory. For
these reasons it'was decided not to include them in this
study.

3 8
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English D since these classes 'all hadsmall enrollments.

,Also,:One indtructor's plan did not later permit a sampling

of students in English B as ha& originally been- intendel4

The d4e for the adminiStration of the questionnaire .

was decided in individual meeti between the 'writer and

the' particiPating instructors, these meetings/the

purpose of the evaluation'and t1e questionnaire fbrmat was

also discussed. Specific.directions were given fjy the
41,

'writer for administration of-the questionnaire. 37

In order,to find out what the klacational goals of the
-

students in:the writing skills courses were, the stadents

were Asked to state their major on the queltionnaire. It

Was anticipated that majors coUld fill int; one of three

categories: undeclared, transfer, or occupational.'

For purposes of tabuaation, the writer identified and
,

coded major Categories for the responses given to question
_

..
.1.1, "I took this course because ." In general, the coding

posed no problems. However, some assumptions made by the,

iiii tea; ke rat 1 ife' t-d 6 btlint rie d." -tb -be --eittri-cied;
I

Although it is known from interviews-with English

instruCtors and counselors that both of these groups rec-ora-
,

mend the writing skill's courses to students on the basis of

some need as indicated by 'Class performance or test results,

students generally seem reluctant to admit that they need.

y

37The extent of.administrative responsibilities and the
limitations of time i*evented the writer from personally
administering the questionnaire.

3 9 .
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hlp with basic Agglish skills.38 ,nierefore, in tabulating

the results, the writer felt reasonably secure that comments ,

such as "I needed English" could be interpreted to mean that

a' recommendation for.enrollme4in'a specific *ifhg skills

course ,liad been made to the students.,

y

On the other'hand, such responses as "I Odn't know how

to write a paragraph," or,"To get help with spellihg,"
\

seemed to indicate to the writer that the student had pri-

marily enrolled in a course to acquire a basic skill. There-

fore* these responses were tabulated, under this category.

two comments "curiosity" and,"interett", while they

lootild be the actual reasons'for enrollment in a particular

writing skills course, might also mean...t,hat, the students
. ,

needed units and that the units were \the primary reason why

the student chose the course, The writer, therefore, inclUd-

, .

/

°ed these reasons under the oategory "units."' \

The responses to. question 2, "I intend/do not intend to

repeat this 6gurse because " were tabulated under the

..headings,"Intend To Repeat,". "Do_NotInteild To Repeat,.." and

-"Not Sure." Only one major reason could be identified for

those students-who intendpd to repeat the course in which

they were enrolled, However, 'those students.who did not

innc'torepeat'the course in which they were enrolled gave

various reasons. Therefore, these were coded and ,summarized

in a table.
412.

c

tip

stu y
38 The rcader is referred to p. 21,ChApter 2 .of thiS
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Since the writing Laboratory is not mandatory for

.
English D (Paragraph Structure) and English C (Spelling),

only those students who were enrolled in English M (Sentence

Structure and Rhetoric), English G (Vocabulary), and English

72 (Critical Readtng) could respond to question 3, "1 found

the writing laboratory very helpful/somewhat helpful/of no

help becuase " Answers were tabulated according to the

three possible choices. Then the reas4ns- why these students

afound the writing laboratory helpful to the degree which

they indicated were identified, coded a summarized in a

separate table.

The responses to question 4, "The most valuable part of

this course was ," were for the most part readily iden-

tified. However, it should be noted that answers such as "I

learnedoomething," or "I got self-confidence," or "I got

/help for classes in whir:h writing is,required" soetiedloto

(\,
indicate to the writer that the student had made improvement;

\'cherefore, these responses were tabulated under the category,

"Improvement Made."

Question 5, "This' course could have been tore helpful

," was formulated primarily to obtain information
. to me if

from'the stOrmts th;lt could indicate areas in which instruc-

tion and/or counseling Might need improvement. Since it was

expected that there would be a variety of responses, no pre-

coding was attempted by the writer. In tabulating the

responses, however, the writer first listed the items by

course togethcr with the number of respondents. Then a

4 1
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comparison was made to determine whether there were

0

responsesithat were common to all of the courses and in what

percentage. These were identified, coded, and summarized in

In question 6, the students were given a choice of

responding either to (a) "After this course I intend to take

English because" or (b) "After this course I do not

intend'to take another English class because :" The

question was asked to determine to what Altent the writing

skills courses were serving as steps toward i long-range

goal; to what extent one of the courses helped to.identify

the need for another in'the series of courses: and to Ilse

extent students perceived the courses as sequential or

developmental. In tabulating the responses, the writer

dealt with the first and second part of the question sepa-

rately. The courses students indicated as their next

English goal were ident led first and tabulated. Then the

reaSons were identified, coded, and tabulated. Finally, the

reasons given in responh to the "b" part of the question.

were identified, tabulated, and summarized in a separate table.

Component Two: Examination ofF.aluative Data

In an effort to find out-what percentage of the stu-

dents who had taken one or more of the writing skills

courses subsequently took English 1A, and in an.effort to

discover whether there might be a recommended sequence in

the writing skills courses that could indicate succiss (C or

4 2
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better) in English 1A, the writer examined the evaluative

data from which the graduation lists for fall and spring

1 1975 were compiled. .This data was readily available

to the writer and included a substantital as well as a

representative sample of the student population - students

whose names ranged from A to Z. a total of 2850. These

students had completed fifty-eight units and were or had

been enrolled in the college as either full or part-time

students.

The data included the English courses which each of

these students had taken, as well as the year of enrollment

and the grade received in each course. In examining the

data, the writer used charts for recording purposes.

Whenever a writing skills course was located in the student's

data, it was noted together with the grade received and the

semester and year of completion. If the student subsequently

enrolled in Enalish 1A, the gracie received as well as the

semester and year of enrollment were also recorded under the

appropriate headings on the charts. Furthermore, the units

earned at enrollment in English:1A were also recorded. The

student was identified only by the major. This procedure

enabled the writer to discern a sequence and a pattern of

grades without too much difficulty once the inveStigation

had been concluded.

Component Three: Ex Pent F-Icto S4-atist1ca1 qtudy

Since EnF,lish X, the one semester remedial course for

4 3
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students who.were not qualified for English 1A, was phased

out of the English curriculum at City College, no single

English course or series of courses has served as,a- pre-

"requisite tb English 1A. Instead, the English department

has determined as prerequisites: (a) a satisfactory score

on one of,the nationally accepted college placement tests:39

or (b) the completion of fifteen college transfer units with

an overall grade point average of 2.0 (q) or -better. Yet,

the program of writing skills courses was developed not only'

to accommodate those students who needed to concentrate on

one basic writing skill at a time and so to remedy in some-

systematic way the number of writing deficiencies they had,

but the courses were also intended as an alternative avenue

to English 1A, at least for some students. Furthermore, the

College Catalog states that the courses are "4for students

almost ready flor English 1A."4°

The findings in a previous study undertaken by the

writer and the findings resulting from the examtnation of

,evaluative data on students (Component Two) led to the

hypotnesis that students who successfully completed English

M (Sentence Structure and Rhetoric) and English D (Paragraph

Structure) and/or English E (Intensive Writing Practice)

39A .C.T., S.A.T., usually taken in high school,

*and during 1973-1974 the McGraw Hill Educational Skills Test
administered to all first time entering students at

Sacramento City College. .

40The reader is referred to Table 1, p. 20.
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with a grade of C or bettiir in sequence
41 before enrolling

in English lA would perform significantly better when

compared with a group of students who were also initially

ineligible for English 1AI but who tOok no English course

before enrolling in Englfsh lA on the basis of the unit

prerequisite.
4

Further support for this hypothesis comes from the

evaluation reported from other community colleges. At

'Golden West College, for example, at least one half of the

students who completed the first course in an intensive

two-course sequence, 9 weeks each course, were found to be

eligible for English lA as judged by a committee of English

faculty on the basis of a writing sample. rthermore, the
%

reported follow-up studies indicated that theee students

were more successful in English lA than students who were

initially eligible for English 1A. Interestingly, this

first course is similar to English M at City College in that

there are no writing assignments and content mastery is

tested objectivery. The Golden Wegt course also teaches

students to recognize errors in English sentence patterns.
42

Moreover, EnFaish departments at community coll4ges have

been experimenting with the block course approach in

41By sequence is meant one course followed by another
in the same semester or in thc following semester.

42For this information the writer is indebted to a
colleaue who shared it after a personal visit to Golden

West in 1969.

4 5
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remedial instruction, and apparently with some success."

A need for realistic prerequisites for English is-supp rted

not only by the dissat4sfac.tion of many members of the

English department at City College, but by related litera-

ture. A study of the placement practices English lA

in California Community College points out thAt in general,

the English faculties were dissatisfied with English place-

ment procedures and were looking for alternatives."

The statistical study which comprises component three

of this major research project,was the firtt attempt to

determine the effectiveness of English M, English D and/or

yr4English E in 'preparing students fo English 1A. It was

hoped thtt the results could give t e local English depart-

ment and other English departments some evaluative data for
OP

reassessment of current prerequisities and placement

practices for English 1A.

The defined population was taken from available comput-

erized evaluative data. The experimental group consisted of

42 students who were identified in a group of 2850 students

as having successfully,completed English M and English D

and/or English Ein sequence prior to enrolling in English"
1A. The control group was searched out of the same data and

43One example is Santa Rose Community College in

Calitornia,

44Robert Clark, "A Survey of English Placement Practices

in California Co--unity Collerres," Unpublished Report

Reedley Co11c7e, 1973.

4 6



also limited to 42'students, but the control group had no

English prior to enrollment in English 1A. Both groups were

inttially ineligible for lA and had enrolled on the basis of

the 15 unit prerequisite. Both groups had an overall grade

point average ranging from 2.0 to 2.9. Care was exercised

to keep the unit range (transfer Tilts completed at time of

enrollment in English 1A) similar as well as the year range

(semester and year of enrollment in English 1A). Since

there has been no change in the English faculty, it could

be assumed that the 44lients were distributed among the same

instructors and had therefore experienced a similar learning

environment, 'The proportion of women to men 10 equal.

DUe to the ex Post facto nature of the study, a true

design was not possible. The design,was therefore a

criterion design, C being eligibility for English 1A, X

being successful completion of English M, English D and/or

English E in sequence and 01 and 02 being the dependent

variable:- success in English lA as determined.by the final

grade'in this course.

C 1X 0
1

-C 2
0
2

Data Analysis

A t-test was ran by computer to analyze the comparative

success in English lA of the experimental and the control

group at the .10 level for a one-tailed test.

4

4 7
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coaptei. 4

RESULTS

Component One; Ouestionnaire

41

The student sample that responded to Itthe questionnaire

tOtaled 129 or 6o percent of the number of students to whom

the questionnaire was to be administered." The lack of

greater response may be attributed one or both of the

following reasons. First of all, student attendance tends

to be generally erratic during the last week of a semester;

therefore, some students were absent on the day that the

questionnaire was administered. Then, response was on a

voluntary basis, and some blank questionnaires were return-

ed, which indicated that a feW students chose not to

respond. 41

The academic majors which the respondents indicated on

the questionnaire were classified as undeclared, occupational

(two-year programs), and transfer. The numbers of students

identified in each category are as follows; undeclared-;mk. 47

ors36 percent of the respondents:'cccupational - 43 orö33

percent of the respondents; transfer - 39 or 30 percent of

the respondents.

While the percentage of undeclaied majors was somewhat

higher than either the occupational or the transfer category,

*N4, 45216 represented 62 percent of the 344 students who
were qnrolled in the various sections of the writing skills
courS6s, second nine-week period, fall 1974.

4 8
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no one group greatly outranked another by percentage.

The implication seems to be that the Writing.skills

courses are serving a cross-section of the student

population in tents of educational goals.

Table 2 shows the tabulated responses to question

1. The results indicate that the majority of the

students polled Were enrolled in a Writing skills'

course as a retult of an identified need tofixquire a

basic skill. Only 19 percent stated they had enrolled

specifically to prepare for English 1A. A small Per-

centage, 11%, enrolled because they needed units, and

2% had other reasons: sympathetic instructor (1%);

and graduation requirement (1%). Only "3 students, or

2%, did not respond to the question.

These results seem to support thope of,the 1970

follow-up questionnaire which also showed4that the

majority of the respondents had' enrolled in a writing

skills course primarily to improve.their understanding

of English and/or their writing ability.

r-7-A747})

4 9
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Table 2

'
Reported basis for enrollment

in a writing skills course

To Acquire a Basi-Skill

To Prepare For English lA

59 46

24 19

Recommendation of An
Instructor of Counselor 17 13

Units 14 11
,

To Prepare for College
Courses Which Require
Writing 9

Other 6

Sympathetic Instructor
Graduation Requirement
No Comment

1

3

Source: Student Questionnaire - Question :

"I took this course because

Of the 129 s'tudents who participated in the student

opinion survey, 25,or 19%, stated that they intended to

repeat the writing skills course in whichliphey were enrolled;

98, or 76%, did not intend to repeat the course; 2,or 1% wera.

not.sure; 4,or 3% did not respond to question 2, "I intend/do'

'not intend to repeat this course because ." Those

sttidents who intended to repeat the course gave only one

reason, that they needed more help in the subject or more

practice in nastering the material of the course. The

/. 5 0
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students who did not intend to repeat the writing skills

course in which they were enrolled stated various reasons.

These are illustrated in Table 3 below.

Table 3

Reported ReaSon For Intention Not
To Repeat,A Writing Skills Course

-Reason

Sufficient Help or Practice
In Subject

Taking Course For The
Second Time

To Repeat Has No Value

Intend To Take gn ish lA

Intend To Take Another
Skills Course

Course Has No Value

Academic Plans Do'Not
Permit Hepcating-The
Course

Total

26

14

8

26

8

19 19'

13 13

8 8

;

7 7

95 95*

*Four or 5% of the respondents who did not intend to
repeat the writineskills course in whtch they were,
enrolled did not state a reason.

Sources Student Questionnaire - Question 2; "I
intend/do not intend to repeat this course
because .

g
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-Those students who did ntt intend to repeat the course

.because it had no_value claimed.that the course was either

7 ,tpo.difficult or not very helpful. Those who stated4that

-there would be.no value in repeating the writing

course felt that their er ormance was satisfactory. In

t if a student were passing (C'; fact, one might etp

or better), there wo be no need to take the course again.

Some authorities even caution aminst the practice of allow-
. .

ing students to repeat remedial coUrses, stating that such

a policy deludes students.
46 Hmver, there are a few

students for whom a one-time exposure is apparently not

sufficient even if they are passing, which a cursory exami-

):nation of data supports. Furthermore, the results a the

questionnaire show that 24, or 19%, of the respondents

intended to re-enroll beause theY needed or wanted more
f.

help or practice. Besides, 17% of the respondents were

If

already enrolled for the second time. 1 ever, it is

possible that they did not ,complete the equirements of the

course the first time and had consequently re-enrolled to
P

remove a grade of "Incomplete."
47

,

.Although the results do notiindicate that students

repeat the writing skills courses merely for the sake of

46John Weber, On. Cit., p. 34.

47Accord1ng to one instructor, students usually receive

an NC (o Credit) grade becaurle they do not complete the

work. In a'class of 42students who were enrolled in
English M, for example, ro had received an NC grade because
they did not complete the course requirements.
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"easy" units, there may be this possibility. So, whether

the English department is jlistified in permitting students

to repeat any of the writing skills.courses 'once for credit

on recommendation of the instructor, if the student has

completed thecourse sattetketorily (C or better), seems to

be a batable question.

Tables 4 and 5 illustrate the reslionses to question 3,

"I found the writing laboratory 1Tery helpful/somewhat

helpful/of, irci help because

Table 4

Degree of Usefulness of 'Writing Laboratory

Very Helpful 34

Somewhat Helpful 39

No Help 11

40

46

Total 84 100

Source: Student Questionnaire - Question 3: "I found the

writing laboratory very helpful/somewhat helpful/
no help because .
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Table 5

Reasons for Perceived Degree of Usefulhess
, of Writing Laboratory

Very Helpful Somewhat Helpful

.

No Help

Reaion N % Reason Reason

....11111111

s.

Help From Help From Didn't

Tutors .19 15 Tutors 20 16, Go. To
Laboratory 5 4

. (,.

Opportunity Practice Waste Of

To Practice Materials .
Time 6 5

Material Available 6 5
Presented
in Class

Place To
Study - 3 2

Total 24 19 Total 29 23 -Total

*Ten respondents gave no reason why they Tound the
laboratory very helpful and ten respondents gave
no reason why they found the writing.laboratory
somewhat helpful. (23% of total number responding.)

Sources Student Questionnaire - Question 3: "I
founcOthe writing laboratory very useful/
somewhat useful/no help because

5 4
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The results indicate that 86% of those students who

were in those writing skills courses which have a

required hour each week in the writing laboratory, in

addition to class time (English M, G, and 72),found the

writing laboratory helpful. However, some specific

observations made by the respondents are worthy of notes

the laboratory was often noisy and crowored; the tutors

weneesometimes unable to explain ihe material adequately;

the tutors were sometimes not interested in the students.

These same observations were also made by tijose ptudents

, wile found the writing laboratory a "waste of time."

Still, the fact that the majority of the users found the

tutorial assistance of valtie lends support to the

contiNed use of peer tutors.

Table 6 shows what the respondents to the question-

naire considered to be the most valuable part of the

writing skills cburse in which they were enrolled,

55
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Table 6

Most Valuable Part-of Writing Skills
Course as Vorceived by Respondents

Content of the Course

Method of Instruction

Improvement Made By
Student

programmed Text

Atl Aspects of the
Course

Laboratory

50

28

2 4

38

21

18

6

4.

3

Total 118 90'

416% of the participants dtd not respond to the question.
The remaining 4% were not sure of the value of the course.

Source: Student Questionnaire - Question 4: "The most
valuable part of this course,was ."
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Of the 11$ students who retporded (129 possible)

38% considered the content to be the most valuable part

of the course; for example, lea ing sentence patterns

for meaningeolearning to structu ragraph, learning

new words and meanings. Twenty-one percent referred to

the method of instruction; that is, lecture, class

discussion, explanation. Four percent could not single

ouf.any particular aspect and'considered the entire

course to be valuable. tihile most of the responses

seem to indicate that students saw' merit in the course

in which,Ithey were enrolled, the most significant

response and the one toward which.the question.was

intended .might well be "improvement made." Yet, ony \

18% of the respondents considered the improvement mad.
in mastering a particular skill as the most valuable

part of the course.

Table 7 illustrates the student responses to

question 5, "This course would have been more helpful

to me if If

5 7 .
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Table 7

pistribution by courses of student opinion

as to how.writing skills courses could
have been more effective

Student Opinion

English Course

D G M 72 N %

Course "great" as is

No Comment

.Nine Weeks Not,
Long Enough

More Personal Help
From Instructor"
and/or Tutors

Mom Writing

Other

2 12

2 7

2 2

2 1

5 14 3 36 28

- 10 19 15

2 9 3 18 14

-. 5
, 6

3% - 4 7 5'

11 4 19 3 41 32

Total 129 "100

Source: Student Questionnaire.- Question 51

(-)"
.helpful to me if
"This course would have been more

."

Althciigh 36.or 28 percent of the respondents found the

WTI ing skills courses in which they were enrolled Satis-
.

factory, and 19 or 15 percent chose not to comment for some

unknown reason, 'the rest of the repondents stated an

opinion as to how the course could have been more effective.

5 8
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Despite the fact thai some of these opinions are limited to

3 to 6 percent of the students who responded, some.might

have implications for instruction and others for counseling.

Besides the references to tutors and writing-practice

as indicated in Table 7, the followtng comments should be

noted: more concentration on word meanings as well as

'spelling in English CI improved materials and/or texi in

English C, G, M, and 72; more grammar in English- M and D.

In addition, students expressed such concerns aS: "If-I had

a better background for the course" (English 72)1 "If I

understood English better" (English M); "If I had Wren the

course earlier" (English D).

While the results suggest a reviVw of course content,

and materials used in the courses, as well as an examtnation

of present tutor services indiuding the number of tupDrs

-- they also suggest some needed direction in counseling.

It is entirely possible that the students who wished they

had understood English better were not hitive speakers of

English and therefore should have bepn advised about the
,

English Second Language courses. ,Furthermore, "ebjectives

have beeri written for the courses and made available to

441
English faculty and the counseling staff. Perhapt f

-

.t
additional pfforts must be made to make students aware ot

the content and the expectations in the courses. More; than -t

that, better ways must be found for referring students t

48The reader Is referred to the Appendix B, pp,

r 9

r
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the courses they need. "There is mounting evidence that in

a community college the counselor's the pivotal staff meMber

in a remedial program."
49

Table 8 shows the responses to the first part Of ques-

tion 6a, "After this course \intend to take English aft

Table 8

Distribution bY courss of next English goal of siudents

4nrolled in English C .(Spelling), English D (Paragraph),
English C (Vocabulary), English M (Sentence), and

EngliSh 72 (Critical Reading).

: r.

- -' Present
N

1,--cour'ses

It

Reigl. C.

-

-
Neit Eng1.0.Goal

?

4.

.
1113 C-

-

4.)
00

71*

0
- C.)

2. :7_, i'* 2

;

4'

1

2

(21

3-

'9

1

2

..2

3,

2

1

1

6

1

.411ng.14s

Sburc'e
Y.

Total,

71

Y V
414; '0:

N %

12 9

33 26

11' 8

58 45

15.12

129 100

. I.DeVelopm,entals;ReElding (Readfng Sk1.11s course)

dent %0J.ZeistiOnnaiie ?Questión 6ar: "After this

urse f intent to'3ce4;EngliSh

Jr., AffntnSt the Odds49 4'
.1.1iam Moore,

0.PACY-Dttas4 1970Y.

(San Francisco;

r
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As for the reasons students gave for their next English

goal (ihe second part of questiqn Ea °because).- 42 of the 48

students who planned to take EngliA lA stated that it was

required; 4 felt prepared asl.result of their experiences

in English DI 1 student liked English; and 1 student wanted

to learn to write. The reason given for enrollment Icn

English t Was to get writing practice in preparation for

English 1A. The same reason was given for enrollment in ,

English D. Those students who planned to take English C or

G or M had either spelling or vocabulary deficiencies or

needed to understand the.structure of a sentence. Two

1

students recognized the need for a reading skills course,

*but hone of the respondents 'planned to take the reading

course that is considered.part of the writing skills program

since it deale with organization and ideas and demands

writing.

The results of question 6a seem to point out a contra-

diction. In responding to question 1, only 19 percent of

the students claimed'that they had enrolled in a skills I*

cours,e to prepare for English 1A, yet 37 percent of the

respone,onts
indicated thir; course as their next English .

goal when responaing to question 6. It may be that some of

those students whom the writer had identified as being

advised into a skills course by a counsglor or an instructor

because they "nucdcd Enclinh", had really.been unprepared

for English 2A. As a result, 37 'percent might be a more

realiStic fi.gure than lg p,2rc(,nt in determlning how manY of

61
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the respondents to the questionnaire had been enrolled in

a skills course to prepare for English 1A,
0

Only 8 students responded to wiestion 6b, "After this

,course I do not intend to take another English class because

.1' Of these, 4 students stated that they had already

completed the breadth requirement for graduation; 1 student

couldn't fit English into his program; 1 Student claimed

that English was of no help; and 1 student stated that he,

was not prepared foi more English..

On the whole, the results of question 6a And 6b do

reveal any planned sequence in the English goals ofthe

students. In fact, 16 of the respondents were not sure at

the end of a course whether they needed mord English or

which cOurse they should take next, if they 'did need more.

Furthermore, if the stated English goal was,English lA, the

students, for tple most part, did not seem to be moving

toward any developmental sequence which could lead them to

their desired goal with some assurance of success. Instead,

the English goals of the respondents seemolargely to be

determined by requirements, felt needs, even misconceptions

about what a given course might do for them.

Component Two: Analysis of Evaluative Dpcta

Despite the fact that the program of writing skills

courses has replaced English X as. the remedial'program at

City College, none of the courses has ever been a prerequi-

site for English lA as was the case for English X. Inter-.

6 2
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views with members of the department reveal an agreement

that the courses have merit because they fulfill a need in

helping students overcome° wTiting deficiencies. Furthermore,

the small class size (erfrollments are limited to 25 students

per section), in the opinion of the English instructors,

permits the Andividual help which many students seem to need

in order to improve. Additionally, grades can be based on

the progress which a student ma $ since student success is

not measured against the standard of English 1A. This non-

punitive grading together with the ma vidualized help, in

the opinion cf the instructors interviewed, help make some

students feel better about themselves and their abilities,

which mAy be one of the advantages of the imiting skills(

courses. "Courses such siZs English E (Intensive Writingl

Practice)," says Instructor B, "are giving students self-

confidence because they get immediatg results -- direct

question, direct answer, feeling. All writing is done in

class and we take the student where he is istnd bring him up.

Students are being asked to write about things relevant to

them. There is more emphasis on communication, self-

4.xpression, what to do."
50

The percentage of students that need courses in writing

skills-is at present difficult to estimate since entry test-

../
50This opinton was.expressed to the writer by a senior

member of the English department. .

5
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ing has been dispontinübd on the-college campus.
-1 However,

enrollments in the courses seem tolpe increalig. Records

indicate that 368 students enrolled in 18 sections for the

first nine weeks fall 1974, but 451 enr011ed.in 16 sections

for the first nine-week session in 'spring 1975; the second

nine-week session spring 1975 drew 467 students. The total

for.the two nine-week sessions springAQ75,seem equal .to

the enrollment in English X in the last semester that the

course was offered.

Whether'the writing skills courses only provide minimal

background in essential literacyor whether they can prepare,

students for English lA has been an unresolved question in

the English department at City College. Yet, we know that

there are students who take-the writing skills pOurses to

prepare for English 1A. English instrubtors have' been

recommending these courses to students who are having

difficulties in English 1A. Counselors have also been

recommending the courses,to students who find themselves

ineligible for English lA on the basis of test results or

previous academic performance. The results of.the question-
.0

naire show that at least 37 percent of the respondents had

'.enrO11*1 a writing skillsikourse to prepare'for English 1A.

Furthermore, at least 10 percent of the students who enrolled

51During the three semesters that the McGraw Hill

'Ed/tational Skills Test was given,to first-time entering

students at City College, 66 percent of the students teseed

fell, below the 50%, on measures of reading comprehension and

basic writing skills.
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in English lA in fall 197k indicated that they had previously

taken at least one of,the wilting skills courses.52

An examination of eveuative data on a sample of 2850

students,revealed that 408 student's had been 'enrolled in at

leastibne of the writing Skills"courses during the period

1971-1974. Of these, 229 took only one course; 179 took

more than one, and 224 or 54 percent:of the 408 subsdkuently

tooKEnglish 1A. As in the case of the questionnaire results,

there did not seem to be, for the most part any prescribed

pattern or developmental sequence in which students enrolled

'in the courses. Yet, few members of the English department,

it seems, would-argue that a course in sentence structure

and rhetoric followed by a course in paragraph and intensive

writingICILd not"prepare a student for Evalish 1A.

In examining the data, the Writer discovered 48 students

in the total of 408 who took English M (Sentence Structure

and Rhetoric) and then English D (Paragraph) and/or English E

(Intensive Writin g). Of this number, 8 studehts did'not pas

English 1A. However, these 8 also did not pass botkof the

writing skills courses. On the other hand, the 42.students

who took English M and then English D and/or E in sequence

and successfully pased:.each course (C or better) also

successfully passedSnglish 1A. This sequence appears to

adep4 ately prepare students for the English lA experience.

52This percentagiE was der
enrollment data.

6 5
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As for the pattern of grades, there seemed to be a

closer relationship between the grade received in English D

or E and the grade receive4 in English lA than the grade

receiVed ih Engligh M and the gradereceived in English 1A.

The mean M.grade of the group of 42 stuaents was 2.92; the

mean'D or E grade was 2.41 and the mean lA grade was 2.36.

A similar ielationship was found when the mean English MH

grade-of *the 41 students (in the group of.224 who took at

least one of the writing skills courses .bpfore enrolling in

English 1A) who were identified as having enrolled in lA

without D or E was compared with their lA grade: mean

English M grade = 2.91 and the mean En lith'Irgrade = 2.26.

Furthermore, the mean English D grade of the.group of 46

students who were identified n the 224 g oup as having

enrolled in English lA with6 king English M wa/s 2.52
4*-c.

while their mean English lA gr wag 2.38; Accounting for

the closer relationship between--the D Or E graae and. the 1/1

grade would certaAnly be difficult; however, one factor

might be the nature of the courses: learning to identify

sentence patterns and their rhetoric as opposed to using the

patterns in writing assianments. Another factor mi.g4t bd

the assigned laboratory hour for English M in addition to

the class hour, during which students have the opportunity

to practice and to get-help from peer tutors.

6 6
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6
Component Three: Ex Post'Facto Statistical Study

In.this study the following hypctthesis Was tested:

students who successfully completed EngliSh M and English))

and/or English E-in sequence before enrolling in English 1A

would peri"orm significantly tietter in English lA when

compared with.a group of students who took no,English course

prior to enrollment on the basis of the unit prerequisite

(successful completion of 15 College transfer untts with an

overall grade point ave46ge of 2.0 or higher). Two groups of

students, Tound in the same evaluation data, were compared on

the basis of tbeir achievement in English 1A.. The experi-

mental group had successfully completed English. M and English

D and/or English qn sequence before'enrolling in 'English 1A.

The control group had taktn no English..prior to entollment,

Both grOups were initially ineligible for English lA and had

enrolled on the basis of the unit prerequisite. Care was

exercised toNceep the groups stmllar with respeqto

instructors, learning environment, sexi semester and year of
5

enrollment im_English"lA. Furthermore, t tests were computed

to determine whether the experimental.and control grsupore

similar with respect to units earned at time of enrollment in

English lA and with respect to overall grade point average.

The results of the t-tests are preserited in Tables 9 and 10.

6 7
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Viable 9

Means and SDs and T Value. of,Unit Values
for Experimental and Control Groups.

Group Mean Sd t Value

Experimental .42' .23.452'4 10.4909

Control' ,42 281,-142-. 12.8169 1.83529 N.S.

Table 10

Means.and SDs and T Value of GPA Score's for
Experimental and Control Groups.

Group Mean Sd t Value

Experimental 42- 2.52286 .400433

Coritrol 42 2.5169 .284466 .07 N.S.

OnceTtetermined that the-grOups were-matohed,-a.--t-htrd-

t-test wA computed to test the hypothesis: The results_given

in Table 11 shOwed no significant difference inthe mean

English lA grades between the expeririental group who'Completed

'English M and English.D and/or E injsequence with C or better

and the control group who had no EnRlish in college prior tO

enroIament in En1ish 1A. Therefore,' the hypothesis that the

experimental group would perform significantly betté*7was

rejected. 6 8
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Table 11 '

Means and SDs and T Value of English 1A"Grades
of Experimental and Control GroupS.

Group Mean Sd tValue .

Experimental 42 2.30952 1.11504

Control 42 2.2619 1.12747 .194615 N.S.

However, in cotputing a correlcaion coefficient to deter-
;

mine how the cumulati've grade point average of the experimeip-

titl grouP correlated with the English lA grade, a positive

correlation was found: the cumulative grade point average

correlated .40 with the English lA grades.. On the other hand,

an exieination of the control group revealed a negative rela- -

tionship of -.057 between the cumulative grade point average

and the English 1A grades.

Although the observed correlations cannot prove that
-41),

successful completion of English N, English D and/or English E

has any effect on the English lA grade or t cumulative grade

, -

point average, there ray be a sucgestion elationship war-
s

, ranting further analysis or study. Furthermtre*, while the ex

post facto study showed ho signiticant difference in the mean

English lA grades between the experinental and the control

groups, the ob4rved correlations, nevertheless, seem to sug-

gest that the successful corpletion of the English M, English

D and/or English E sequence might be as valid a prerequisite

to -English lA as the currenti5 unit prerequisite.

6 9
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS
IND RECO:TIENDATIONS

Although the results of the student questionnaire

(Component
One of this study) are limited

to the group of

students which responded,
they'should

give the local English

department
some perspective

at least about the student

population
that enrolls

in the writing skills courses.
It

seer.4
to be a population

with,different
goals but with one

basic need: to acquire writing skills.
Yet, there is a

question whether students are being
helped as efficiently

as they might be. Some of the responses
indicated

the need

for more efforts
to make studentAiware

of the courses as

instructional
support services early enough to help prevent

possible difficulties,

The first recemmr.rdation
is therefore

that criterion-

*

based tests of English skills be developed
through a joint

effort of the English faculty and the counseling
staff, The

*tests should
have the advantage

of ease in scoring and

administration
so that they could be given on specified

dates before registration
to all first time students

at the

college.
Wnether the results should

! placement
in Englinh

lA fet thoSe s't#._
a, who wiat to

ed as a basis of

enroll in this course is another queWon. However,
the

resufts could be used diamostically
to give students sorie

assessmcnt
'of strenrths

and weaknesses.
-Furthermorp,,t*y

Would give counelors
a bnsis for bdvising

students td
2



enroll in specific writing skille courses, or reading .

coures, depending on the nteds.

A second recommendation is that the testiglig service be

made available to students throughout tht semester, Students

who encounteiled difficulties in college courses because of

writing problems could be referred to this service by their

instructors at any time during the semester. Approprfate

courses in reading and writing skills could,be recommended

to studentS A system of referral could be the beginning

of a campus effort to help students suTed in college,

Verticularly,those who might "drop-out". n face of problems

arising as a result of basic skills defi ienCies.

A third recommendation is that at least one seAion of

English be scheduled as an open laboratory period.

(Precedent has already been establi4shed by the instructors
0

in reading.) This procedure would permit students to enroll

in a writing skills course by arrangement at any time during
4

the semester, as soon as writing problemS became apparent.

However, such a system would also presuppose. the development

of self-paced modular units to permit students to finish at

least one part of a writing skills course with credit. 53

Therefore, a fourth recommendation is that time and funds

be regularlebudgeted for this purpose.

-Accordin to the literature, not all colleges grant

credAt for remedial or devolopmeltal course pork. Still,

the advr.tittwe of credit 1:-; not to b overloo',:cd. It can be

A factor in notIvation which is sometimes necessary for

success.
7 1
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A diverse student population further implies that one

text or set of instructional matertals or even emphasis

might not be suitable for students with varied eduGational

goals. The results of the questionnaire suggest a need for

review of texts and Materials for some of the courses.

Instructors in occupational areas also criticize English

4(departments for tne lack of relevant materfal fatk. heir

students in many English courses.' Conseqmemtly, a fifth

recommendation is a systematic review by a committee of

texts-and materials in the writing skills courses with

respect to suitability and relevance to a heterogeneous

student group.

While most of the respondents to the questionnalre who

used the writing 4aboratory apireciated the tutorial assis-

tance, there were some concerns about the attitudes of the

tutort, the inability of the tutors to and;er questions or

to correct tests adequately. Since tutoring is considered

to be an extension of the learning process for the tutor as

well aS the tutee, a sixth recommendation is that immediate

steps be taken to improve the system of supervision'of and

assistance to the tutors.
1

Whereas the nine-week term for the writing skills

courses offers flexibility snd options to student's, the

results of the questionnaire also indicate that a pereentade

of students in cnch of the writing skills courses that was

sampled founcl the nine wreks too short. A small percentrwe

of the recrornt7 wan even,re-enrolled for the second time

7 2
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because more
practice or help was needed.

Therefore, a

seventh recomrendation.is
that departmental

investigation

relAtive to the length of the courses
take place and that

consideration
also be given to the question of the option

to repeat any of the courses for credit illa studelt is

doing passing work (C or better). Ascording
to one

instructor,
at least, the mix of first-time

students-in a

course and continuing students in the same class section

often poses impediments
to effective instruction

for all

of the students. Classes should certainly be surveyed so

that student opinion
coiild be a part of the general

discussion and re-assessment
process. ,d

Furthermore,
the,tesul,tsrof

the questionnaire
suggest

that, for the most part, there is no planned Sequence in the

English geals,of the students.
A few stfidents were even

uncertain whether.they
needed more English.

Therefore, an

eiahth reennendation
is that there be Tor% departmental

commitment
and effort on the part of individual English

faculty members to advising students about future English

goals. Perhaps, in-service
sessions

about the commitment

of the "open" community college
must be a pait of that

process. Whatever the sentiments of.individual
instructora

might be relative.to
the appropriateness

of remedial or

developmental
instruction

in a collnge curriculum,
these

courses are an integral
part of community college offerings.

54

54
Weber, On. CIA., p. 34.
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44-
Ar ex4m Vc) 0.4 1:4cievaIt.iffej,dalka,(Component Two'

t,.. ..r4.- ,

inditat* tudents may have taken
Of tlis s

. c

. . ),A,,. fp coy for livar ourcieasons. However,

,

,

,. .

110,,e than lfprthe.students
1 ./

ilho were found to have been

2 AlY '''',-; c:'!

'I,

,4 .

Anrolled in leastk ne of the .Writing skills courses
1 . . 1

-dmIking the-pOkoa-19711204 ilad subsequently enrolled in

EnOksh LA, Moretir,ArTercent of a group who had

1

succeSsfully Ipassed English M and English D and/or English

E in sequence had also successfully passed English 1A.

.Thererore, a ninth recommendation is that the English

department study the possibility of a block of writing

skills courses as a pre-requisite to.English IA. A part

of the study should include the presentlofferings in the

program; the extent of overlap; the advisability of revison

or restructuring of some of the courses; and the phasing out

of unproductive courses.

Although the statistical study did not reveal that

students who took English M and English D and/or English E

,performed any better than students wh-q enrol1et4Eng1ish

lA on the basis of the unit pre-requisite, it dtt show that

there was no sigzulficant.difference in the p,,rformance of

the two groups. The fact that the umulative grade point

Average of the experimental group corre)ated .40 with the

English IA grades su.7gests that the developm ntal English M

arA D andhar E requence seems just as justifiabIe as a

prerequisite to En7,1ish IA as the completion of 15 colle:ze

transfer units with an over:1.11 grade point averro.Y.e of 2.0

7 4
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or better. In fact, a recommended block or sequence of

writing skills courses designed to help students attain

certain writing competencies seems even more justifiable as

a pre-requisite to English lA when one considers that some

of the 15 udits of cony transfer work might be in such

unrelated areas as physical education, which the writer

discovered was often the case. A tenth recommendation is

therefore that there be a review of existing pre-requisites

to English 1A. Yet, before such revieW can begin, it seems

there must be an agreement on writing standards and-

competencies whiCh must be consistently and uniformly

applied. This is no easy task.since Eliglish departments

generally are having difficulties as to agreement on what,

" 5 5constitutes "good writing.

In general, the results of all thzee components of

this major research project support the continuance of the

program of courses in English writing tkills. The literature

is also supportive of their rationale. There seem to be no

negative labels on the courses: they are oPen to anyone who

needs help with specific writing skills. The courses also

seem:to-prepare students for English lA if they are taken

in some prescribed sequence. However, evaluation.of the

courses must be an on-goinc; process, not only in terms of

//

55In an article in the Chronicle of Hicrher Ethl.ention
by Y.alc017. Sc'Jlly titled "Bonhr2ad rTh;-72.1.ch" (narch 17, 1975),
the head of thti Association of Inartments of Fn711sh stated
that "at pre:;ent we don't have a stanclard definition of the
term Ennf! N

7
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relevancy to the students enrolled, but in terms .of what

69

happens to the students who take the writing skills courses.

lAile follow-up studies of occupational programs is mandated

in California for occupational programs, not many such

studies are routinely done in the so-called academic areas.

Follow-up evaluation is consequently an eleventh recommen-

dation.

While the process of evaluation means to examine and

to judge, if one applies the dictionary definition of the

term,,it must a/so be a process designed to improve. A

part of this process necessitates an on-going form of

communication between all those involved. -; That it can be

such a process has been the experience .0 the writer in the

course of writing this major research project. Already

'proposals are being prepared by members of the Englis4

department to change the placement practices for English-1A.

How much effect the discussions between the writer and the

individual members of the department, includlng the Chair,

have had in stimulating internal evaluation is difficult to

assess. Yet, the writer has been assured that the discus-7

sions havy had some positive effect. The true test will be

when tAe completed study is presented to the college and to'

the department.

,e

56For an informotive article on the-meaning of eva1-1
Uation tbe reafier is tererred to Toni Howard, "Evaluation
and the CentipeCie", FuL7? Tnlk (Office of the Chancellor -
The California State University and Colleges, March 1974),

PP. 1-4,
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However, it is also the writer's goal that this study

will haVe broader tmplications than just for the local

/opefully, it will encourage other community

colleges to embark on a similar'process cf evaluation, one

which is designed to improve instructioh and which will

promote an on-going form of communication between all those

involved -- faculty and administrators. It is also hoped

that the information and recommendations can assist other

English departments in arriving at some solution'tgthe

almost universal problem of remediation as wel?. as he

problem of satisfactory prerequisttesfor English 1A.

7 7
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alma. QU7STIONNATRE

Directions: Will you take a fett moments to answer the
following quesitons'Your responses will
be used as part of a-study to help us
improve instruction.: Answer each question
as completely as you can. It is.not

,

.necessary to sign your name,

Course No.

Student's Major

OP
2. .I took:this codrse because

s.-

0 2. I intend/do not.intend to repeat this course because
. (Circle one)

3. I found the writing laboratory very'helpful/Somewhat
Tielpful/of'ilmeehelp because

(Circle one)

83
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of this course Vas

a

* :

s Course wol.;=2_ ?..'ere been more helpfdl to me if
,

. _
(Answer either 1- .s.) or (b). Do not answer both.)

6. (a) After I intend to take English
because

(b) After Z do not intend p,..) take
anot!..er Lish cpurse beruse

8 4
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Aircustt C. (Spelling) - 9 weeks - 1 unit - 3 hours per yeek.,

Putpose: For those students who have serious trouble with spelling.

. Empbasis: Study of the words that tes*rch has found to be most often
misipelled.

00ectives: 1. To 'read end pronounce each wyd carefully.

1. . .To memorize and apply the major basic spelling rUles.,

4 i3. To become familiar with the more difficult but less
applicab12(spe1ling rules.

4. To learn howprefixes and suffixes affact the ping

;141
and spelltng of words.

I.
5. To learn the meaning of elle) word Stu

Al6. To demons e-the master? of tetwpds..s
making perfect scores on 25-word.t
Vote: :These tnsts arc taken at'he

convenlcmce in the4.7 tinrk
Learning Center.' They
of the grade and ybe
necessary to attair pprfe

79

4

L

a

.7. 'AC

7. To demonstrate the maste
two 100 word tests which co t
end the final.
Note: Theselestsdigether

as three fo h of thq

Note to the Counselors:
litrongly motivaid ótudenACAho nae4.1i
Ailing may-sign up-dk

.lefor Engli C. ArN'angl.:, to.be
J

the Writ_ ab. After al. 614 460
with the 'La Oratory Inst u. ife; A Is,
till work individaally on t a
Vroblemo in n-Programmed textj,i T801
Provide pre-tests to help th1;,atuae s
place thAr major nmphnsip. Whey wii
test after.the completto9 oVee:th. c4ept
unit of credit ti0o7n fhe

, complutton of the sixteen ,ters in'
f ontion is not for stI ,p6si ith

problems or sctcond:lana:u

41 8 6
,
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LISH D <Basics of Paragraph Structure) 9 weeka,- 3'hours per week luni

jurposed: .776rstudentawho44ack expericnce.in wrl*Ing and want.a
good foundation Is0i4etinIlik theAmragra0Atr

ilot rscommedded lot those ,1:1Y4Ohaqe terieqs.problems
with . the basic mechanics Of tn44.04":--,

Objectives:
,110

1. To learn to write unified cdhetent, concretely
developed paragraphs: e4hadilOis on exposition.

A. Topic sentence
b. Structure of the para4h
c. Ilirectness
d. Concrete, precise diction

.40
2. To proiliss to th0.5.1rIting of loriger papers ?in order

to get Tractice in making proper transitions between
faragraphs.

0

Methods: Vorkshop (lay be preceded by lectltre, demonstration, and
practice exercises). Each student works on a series of
short papersjrdta one to sgvcral paragraphs long. Students
write only on topics about which thay nve real Information
and arr..: encouraged toOink of writing as ipmmunicationcand
not as drilI.
41, The papera'are frequIptly evaluat2d7 probldms aredlt w4th as they arise..*. he papers are udder almost

oconstant revision and a sideild finithed only when
both the teacher and tho Aagree that they
communicate clearly'and 4 rently.' . e

qex,

e-

'8 7
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RIGLISH E (Writing Practice) - 9 wee 6 hours per week - 2 uaits

PurPose: For these students who lack experience in writing or hilo lack

confidence. n their writfng abilities. Not recommended for

students with serious grammar or writing problems.

Approach: Tutorial - 6 hours of class'tine Omits individualized
instruction and in-class correction of papers.

Writing Experiences: 1. Text assignments on individualized basis
1

2. Prescribed assignments - group and/or individual
basis

3. Additional writing assignments or drills on an

'individual basis
#4. Rewriting to achieve a saftsfaciory version

6
Objectives: 414. To acquire confidence in one's ability to write .

2. To bdcoma motivated to trite kor the sake of improvement
and not for the sake of grade. 411 #

3. *To become motIvated to examinp the work of others and
to learn fron the experience.

4. To improve in writing at onesi own rate
5. To learn to idpntify With one's mn writisg
6. To leara,to'recognize one's progress.

Noy to the Counselors: Recommenkd for those.studants who are not
sufficiently preparOd to write on the leve
expected in Ennlish

:4 L.

"

*

aaa

8 8
I
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ENGLISH C (Vocabulary) - semester course* -.2 units

t
Purpose: An intensive, systematic approach to vocabulary study for

those stndents Fho need to expand their vocabulary but who
have average reading ability.

_

NOTE: Students with reading problems are ad*ised to take a
cours0 in basic reading skills concurrently or prior

tr
to taking English G.

Objectives:, 1. To enable the student to understahd his language.

2. to increase proficiency in the use of English.
4

Units studied: I. Use.of the Dictionary
A. Histoty of Enzlish
B. Spelling
C. Pronunciation
D. Cramer
E. Definition. and derivation

II. Latin Derivatives
A. Roots
B. Prefixes

mt. Greiskrivatives
it. %pots

,

B. Prefixes

IV. Vocabulary Expansion .

A. Deagriptivi wpr-dss
B. Actionewords
C. Rhetotic

16, D. Name Fords`r:*;-,

V. Advanced Word Study,(Individual Basis)

dPIP

*Beginning-Fall, 1974, this course will be a %meek course.

8 9

82
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ENGLISH M (Basic Sentence Structure and Rhetoric I) - 3 hours per week and
1 additional how. in the Writing Laboratory to be arragged - 2 units

Purpose: For those students who hav-a weal background in grammar.

Approach: Lecture-Laboratory. Students use a programmed tex a d have
access to tutoring services in the laboratory.

to

Objectives: To demonstrate on unit tests the mastery of 4 units
on sentence struct.t4re,and patterns: rhetofic and usage.
NOTE: Each unit test has four alternate tests, permitting

retake of the te!..t if score is low - after,review
and only the top score on the alternate tests counts
togprd the final grade.
)0,

bnits Learned: . Atinglish as a syntactical language; word order determines-
meaning.

A. Structures: subject, predicate, noun phrase,
verb phrase, adjectives, adverbs,
prepositional phrases.

Rhetoric: Clarity and emphasis.,4

C?. Usage.

4

4 es

;. Seven basic sente patterns
Rhetaric brevity, rhythm, devices of soUnd,

fipres of speech
,Usage (Os, politics, literature).

. .

* cir * .

3. Compoun s o structures in Units one
and usage (political sPeeches)

I
mil c.''

4.. Noun sub4titptes .- :',
- . ....

.A.: 'Noun:blots in EngliSh sentences - single words
40'- end phigoses.that act as noun substitutes. their

,'.,

, .4.hetorik and usage.

wo; rhetoric

%

90
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ENGLISH N Basic Sentence Structure and Rhetoric4II) 7 3 hours per week,and

1 additional hour in the WritingpiCoratory to be arranged
2 unitp.4 7,11

Purpogb: For those students who have a weak *ground in English Grammar.

Prerequiiite: Englisb M

Approach: Same as for English M

ObjectiVes:,.; Same as for-English M

Units Learned:,

%. 0

1. Variants on basic sentence patterns; the rhetoric
J

and usage of each:" negatives, questions, rhetorical
gUestions, inperative sentences, expletives, inverted
forms, excl:matory sentences, passives.

2. Adjectives - single word, phrases, clauses-and methods
for combining sentences with adjectival structures.
Rhetoric and usage.

Al;
414

3. Adverbs - single word, phrases, clauses-and alternates
open in revising serirences. Rhetoric and usage.

4. All inflections in Englit.
A. Review of transfo ationa foatombining sentences
B. Review of rhetorical priliples.

4111 k

*
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ENGLISH 72 (Critical-Reading) - 9 weeks - 3 class sessions and 1 lab hour
per week - 2 units

Purpose: For those students who have no serious readins and writing
disabilities,Atut who lack experience in reading.

Objectives: 1. To read non-fiction paragraphs-and to learn how
summarize them.

2. To read progressively longer non-fiction naterial,
and,fo learn how to summarize the readings.

3. TO learn how to read holistically (to learn that the
\'whole of a non-fiction work is more than tha sum of
las parts).

. 'To learn to overcome.poor readin/g habits

5. To learn to write_cabArtcs;i0mvies pf-..the.:matefial read.
_

Note to.the CounseYors:- "Recemended for those studentAo Are jun eatj:

.sufficiently prepared to read the type of'material
read /n English 1-A.
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